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Minutes:

Officers advised that the report provided details of feasibility work in two phases to
improve the junction of Trinity Road/Burntwood Lane junction, Phase 1 was in the
process of delivery and an initial feasibility study on the medium term works
demonstrated the potentially significant benefits. Stakeholders and Ward Members had

been briefed on work thus far and a further application would be made to the Secretary of
State for the medium term plans.

Officers acknowledged that the issues being addressed in this scheme were longstanding
and that earlier proposals did not have the support from residents and stakeholders. The

current scheme would result in a net gain of common land whereas as earlier proposals

would have meant a net loss.

Members were generally supportive of the scheme but expressed concerns regarding the
impact on traffic levels, air quality and also the impact on cyclists and pedestrians.

In response to questions and comments from Members, officers stated that

. Funding of up to f2m from the Springfield Hospital development was potentially
available

. A range of air quality measures could be implemented to monitor current levels and look
for localised improvements

. The current pedestrian and cycling experience at this junction was poor and Phase 2 of
the scheme would consider lane widths and crossing issues when detailed designs were
worked up.

. Some aspects of the scheme such as road markings and bus stops, would be
implemented in a matter of months. However, the elements requiring Secretary of State
approval would take considerably longer.

. Although the main principles of scheme would remain, there would be opportunities for
stakeholders to have input into the detail and given the number of petitions from the
wider area, extensive consultation would take place.

. The scheme would reduce vehicle volumes on residential streets and also improve traffic
flows which was a key objective of the wider transport policy.

. Although no similar schemes had been implemented in the Borough, officers were
confident that the scheme would result in reduced traffic on residential streets.

Members supported the recommendations with the proviso that the medium term works
package was presented to the Committee prior to submission to the Secretary of State for
approval.
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RESOLVED - That the recommendations be supported subject to an amendment to
recommendation 3(a) to allow the Strategic Planning and Transportation Overview &
Scrutiny Committee to recommend the medium term works package to the Executive for
sign off prior to the application being submitted to the Secretary of State.
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The Committee considered a report outlining the results of a traffic study in response to
several petitions from residents in the West Hill area including Granville Road, in respect

of road safety concerns. Officers advised that a holistic approach had been taken to strike
the right balance and it was proposed to seek an experimental traffic order for a minimum
period of six months in order to introduce an access ban on general traffic (except buses

and cycles) from 7am-10am on Withycombe Road/Princes Way, complemented by a one-
way westbound section along Windlesham Grove.

Members appreciated the challenges of addressing the concerns of residents but had

reservations about the impact on other entry points into Granville Road, how road users
would be notified of the scheme and how the effectiveness of the scheme would be

assessed.

In response to questions and comments from Members, officers stated that at the end of
the six-month experimental traffic order, officers would consider whether other
interventions were required.

RESOLVED - That the recommendations be supported.
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The Committee considered a report summarising the outcome of a traffic investigation on

Streathbourne Road to assess the need for traffic calming measures. The investigation
was undeftaken in response to a petition presented to the Council on 7 February 2018.

Officers advised that on the basis of the findings from the investigation, Streathbourne
Road did not meet the criteria for consideration of further traffic management measures

as a "Priority 1" scheme nor a "Priority 2" scheme under the current traffic management
policy (Paper No. 17-298).

In response to questions and comments from Members, officers advised that a range of
options across a wider area including proposals to reduce through traffic on Elmbourne

Road and Hillbury Road, were being considered in liaison with TfL (Paper No.18-73). The

final scheme aimed at reducing through traffic on Elmbourne Road, was likely to reduce
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